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n  apparition floated by me 
on Upper Broadway 'not 
long ago: a girl in a  red  T- 
h r t  that displayed, on and 

around her  breasts,;a  group of Karl 
I Marxes,  about  four or five of them, in a 

semicircle, arms linked,  smiling  broad- 
ly,, kicking their legs high  in  a  rousing 
dance.  This  delightful vision turned out 
to be real: after I'd backtracked  a block 
and caught  up with the  girl, she told me 
that  it was the emblem of U.R.P.E., the 
Union for Radical  Political Economics. 
That  shirt can  tell ,us something  about 
what has  happened to Marx in the 

; 1, I America of the 1970s. First of all, ev- 
, eryjody  seems'to'have accepted the ex- 
' istence of many Marxes: no party; 
movement or country has a monopoly 
on his  thought. Second, these  many 

' Marxes seem to  be coexisting rather 
well-a nice surprise, for weren't they 
only yesterday at one another's  throats, 
each insisting that  the  others weren't 
really  Karl Marx at all?  Finally, they 
are. coming together  in  an  activity 
that's  expressive, playful, even a little' 
vulgar-an activity that would have 
been considered most un-Marxian not 
long ago. Today's Marxes have kept  in 
touch with their youthful ,romantic vi- 

The cultural  leap  that  made  this 
dance possible was first assayed on a 
mass  scale  about  twenty  years ago, 
when Marx's  unpublished essays and 

' , notes of 1844 were  translated into all 
rnaJor European languages-they are 
generally known in English  as  the Eco- 
nomic  and Philosophic& Manuscripts 
-and published by  Moscow in cheap 
editions  for ,a large publid. The  central 
idea of these youthful essays was  "alien-b 

- ation." The  trouble with ~eafijtalism, it 
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, sions of politics as  dancing. 

' ,  
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said  here, was that-it alienated people 
from one another,  from  nature, and- 
here is where 'Marx was most origi- 
nal-from themselves: from  their 
senses, their emotions, their imagina- 
tive powers, from "the free develop- 
ment of their physical and  spiritual 
energies." Marx focused on work as a 
primary source of meaning,  dignity' ' 
and self-development for  modern  man: 
the bourgeois organization of labor was 
a crime  against these humap needs. But 
Marx also wrote  lyrically  about  sexual. 
love, and  about  its  perversion by the 
power of money; about  history as the 
unfolding educdtion of the five senses, 
and  the ways in which that education 
had gone awry:  about the  material roots', 
of the widespread  modern  sense  of'spir- 
itual rootlessness. These essays,  coming 
out in the  midst of the  greatest  capital- 
ist boom in history (1959' in the United 
States): provided a searing  indictment 
of capitalism even at  its most trium- 
phant. 4t the  same  time, Marx's, cri- 
tique  cyt  just  as deeply into  Stalinist 
communism-there was even a model 
of a  "crude,  mindless communism" that 
Marx  feared  as  a  regression  from 
capitalism-from the perspective of 
communism's own ultimate values. 

' The young Marx was condemned, of 
course, by the ideological commissars 
of the various C.P.s, and by their  right- 
wing  equivalents in the  United  States. ( 
But  Marxism  had  gained, or regained, 
a  sensual warmth  and a spiritual  depth 
that  all  the Sidney Hooks and  all  the Al- 
thussers could not take'away.  The  spirit 
of the young Marx  animated  the  radical 
initiatives of the 1960s, from  Berkeley 
to Prague; and even when political 
energy  was  crushed,  as in the East, or 
when it  dissipated itself, as  in the West,. 

a, this 1 spirit survived. Even  after a  bar- 

, .  

sen decade, toda$s Marxps ca<"'dan,ce. 
. If Marx's e&y writiligs.' 'are no 
longer so central 40 his repdtation  ,as 
they were, say,  aklecade '&@i this; is 

' mostly because their lessontNave'b6en 
learned,  their  themes  and  :enefgies as- 
similated  into our sense of his' work as a; 
whole. But  there )is,one -vi-tal:area, in ' 

which our  perspectiye on Mwvxhasnot 
deepened at all: ,the sku&; o$Jijs ljfe. 1 I 

Many studies  have appeEe.$cl gver;the 
years that have  examined  his  life with I 

increased political acutapegs and philo- 
sophical sopbistication.' 
exheption, howevet,' these 
have bebn emotionally flat 
arid, psychologically re 
'compare  the  current ' 's 
studies  with  Edmund Wilson'mnagnifi- 
cent To the Finlaqd Statiop.(6940);we 
will find that we pave a  far!,  dqeper%un- 
derstadding of Marx's ideag,,and,ye$, if 
anything,  rather lQss of a  feeliqg  for&he 
emotions at  the  heart of thoce , . l l  ideas. 

. 41. 

In  this  context,'Jerrold' S&ei's new 
book, Marx's Fat& The Shape! bf a Life, 
should be welcomed uery warmly: Sei- 
gel brings us; in many crudall kdys, 
closer to Marx  fhan we have @iter been. 
Hecaptures  the  desperate  intenshy  and 
volatility of Mar+ :inqer:tliqfadb+vex: 
hausting  anxieties !hat kegt his, wind 
inexhaustibly alive. I s h o d 4  s9y qt once 
Mat the book has  its  proble~gs;, P,eigel 
never makes up his mind whgtl1er, he is , 
writing a  psychsanalytitai .,'I"Ybung 
v a n  Marx" or a full-scale'i'ntellectual 
and political biography; hence'a'lurch- 

. es uneasily between ' gedre$;"thariges 
gear's at high  speeds, freqfiierikly~ldses 
totich with  his overall aims, gets lost in 
endless exposition and.pa'raphlrase. and 
writes a book that is twice-$cyp410ng. In 1 

: o$her ways, though, the., 4?0k1 .i,s I too 

n 



shqrt: it omits  crucial  aspects of Marx’s terested  in Marx’s  cditicism or trans- 
life,  eveh at the  modents  that concern formation of ,Hegelian ideas., Instead. 
Seigel  most; it  circles obsessively he wanti to look at  the history of social 
around, a  very , lipited  number of thouFht  in  much  the  same way that 
themes. ~an.d wholly omits  other’ motifs Harold BIoo.~, in Thq A ? i ~ * i d ! ~  r l f I / l f l~- 
that  are.at  least  asurgent  ahd  fruitful; P W P  (1973) and A M/rij of M ~ S N J ~ I ~ / I ? I ~  
it gwes  little  sense 6f the  expansiveness (1975). Tas  approached  the  history of 
of Marx’s  mind. Nevertheless, b f f / J ’ i l ’ : S  modern poetry:, as  an  arena in which 

, I*’ntcJ puts us in touch  u.ith  much of primal  emotions,  for’  the  ‘most  part 
Marx’s  deepest  thought  and  feeling. Oedipal  ones.  can  be  expressed.  fought ’ 

and  reveals  the  history of his’ldeas  as  a out,  and  sometimes  worked  through. 
- history of the  most  radical  self-cpntra- Thus Seigel’s ‘Marx  confronts Hegel 

diction,  as one of the  great  inner  dra- more  as a  demon,  than  a  doctrine.  a to- 
mas of modern  times. temic  figure that must ,be fought  and 

overcome: this  Marx  strives  incessantly 
Seikel  thrashes  around  for  the  first  to-expel  the  demonic  force, both from 

couple of clihpters.  and it isn’t clear for  his own mind  and from Western  cul- 
a  while  what’the book’s focus is going to ture. only to find  himself  again  and 
be. H e  ‘is clearly  fr$strated in writing agBin ,in need of its  suhtenahce.  or  else 

t about Marx’s  childhood: neither’he nor to’have i t  creep u p  on,:him  unawares. 
anyone  else  has  found’,much solid rhate- lpkk Freud’s  return of the  repressed. 3 

rial to’  build on here. Selgel takes off a t  Marx’s relation  to  Hegel IS so com- 
the  point w’pere M p x  begins to take .’ plex and agonized.  Selgel argues. be- 
off, in hk’late keens,iwhen he  i$gettirig  ‘cause it is  infused  with  all the  energy ’ 

ready  to  leaye home ior,the first time, to and  agony of Marx’s  relationship  with 
attend  university  and choose a-vocdtlon. his  father.  The  Marxes.  ‘like many an 
Now, suddenly,  Seigel  and  his  readers  intellectual  family  then an‘d now. seem 

~ flnd  themselves flodded with material., to have  mythicized  their  emotions,  and 
, Marx  at  this point v a s  just  beginnmg fought out  their  deepest emotional con- 
’ to overwhelm people k i th  his  volcanic flicts in intellectual  and ideological 

intellectual  power,  and  ,frightening  terms; ithen as now. the  intellectual  lan- 
’ himself and  his loved ones as  to  what  guage  may both articulate  and conceal 

was  going to  become of that power.  what is really  going on. In  any  case, I 

Like  many  highly  gifted  adalescents  both  Marx  and  his  father  Heinrich 
, whose brilliance  at once amazes  and  twisted  Hegel  into  a  mythical  figure 

frightens  those  around  them  (today y e  , that  had less to do with  Hegel’s  works 
should  have to include  their  therapists),  than  with  the  Marx  ‘family’s  desires 
Marx overflowed  with endless  fantasies  and  fears.  For both father  and son. in 

’ and  myths, models and  conceptualiza- .- the 18QOs, Hegel  seemslto’have symbol- 
tions  about hi,mse!f: Prometheus, of ized  a  life of narcissistic  ecstasy:  the 
course; but also Faust,  and his  demonic , thinker’s  temptation to build  up  a self- 
pact; the philosopher  Democritqs, whb subsistent  world of inner life and  activ- 
supposedly put  out hig eyes so he could ity,  cut off from  the  material  world, 
see ide’as in their  full  clarity;  Karl  from people and  human  feelmg.  but,ra- 
Modr, Schiller’s  robber-hero.  who tears  diant  with JOY and  a  sense of magical 
down  half the world but  yearns only for  power that no reality could  give. I 

his  father’s blessing:  Hoelderlin’s In fact,  this  temptation ahd danger, 
Hyperion’, racked,  with  inner  ‘darkness  inherent in the  activity of contempla- 
amid  Greek  sunlight;  Rameau’s  neph-  tion,  are  as old as   the history of ideas. 
ew, witR what Hegel  called  “the  disinte-  Plato’s verslon-the  visionary philos- 
grated consciousness”; specters of sui-” opher who dreads  returning to the cave 
cide (on  which  Seigel has  unearthed  an I of normal  human life-is already  a rel- 
early  essay)  and  madness. Par t  of the  atively  ‘late one. Meditative  and  mysti- 
problem  for  Selgel, as  for  any  therapist cal  circles.  like  the Jeyish  cabalists, 
working  with  gifted  adolescents  today,  have  always  sought to guard  against 
is to  figure  out  which’of  the  subjectk  the  allure of unembodiinent.  The Ro- 

, marvelous  imaginative  constructs  are , mantics  were  especially  tempted  and 
essentially  screens,  and  which  are for endangered by it, as readers of Cole- 
real;  the  more  brilliant $he subject;  the  ridge  and  Hoelderlin know well.  Seigel 
Fo re  ingenious the  disguises are apt  to does nothing to put thi’s s,trange longing 
be, and  the  harder and more efusive in historical, or psychological perspec- 
will be  the analyst’s  work. tive-its full  history has never  even 

What  Seigel  considers  real  for  Marx  been  attempted-but  he does a great 
is,’ above ‘all,  his  relationship  with  deal, to  show, how crucial it was for 
Hegel.  This  retationship  is  familiar  Marx.  For  the  adolescent  Marx,  Seigel 
enough as an  organizing  principle  in  argues  (and  illust$ates  abundantly), 
Marx-shdies.  But  Seigel isn’t really  in-  there’  was  something  intensely  seduc-, 

/ ,  
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tive  about  thls vlsion of hfe;  his-reason 
and  conwencq  condemned it as  sterile 
and empty-if not. indeed, insane-but 
his  desire to submerge himself in pure 
thought ivas too deep  for  mere reason or 
conscience pr sanity to  ,erase. , I 

This  temptation.  and  the  guilt  it pro- 
voked,  form  the  context  for  a  fascinat- 
ing  and 1 crucial  exchange I of letters 
between Mars  and  his  father i n  ,1837. 
wh,en he was 19 years bld-and-stufijging 
in  Berlin.  Marx’s  father, svho has al- , 

days been warm  and affectionate to- 
lvard  his sun,  !suddenly  turns on him 
with  a torrent of hysterical  ,fears. ’ 
“Sometimes,”  Heinrich  Marx  writes. 
“my  heart revels In thougKts of you and 
your  future. And yet. I cannot  rid my- 
self of ideas  ttiat  ralse  a  presentiment of 
fear, when  like  lightning  the  thought 
closes in: does your  .heart  correspond to 
your  head. . .?” He fears  that his son’s 
heart does not “beat in a  purely  human 
way.”  and th’at. instead.  Karl IS pos- 
sessed by a  “demonlc spirlt”  that ;‘es- 
tranges  your  heart  from  finer  feelings.” 
Should  his son take  the  dark road that  
looms ahead of him. he would  see “the 
finest  aim of my life, in ruins.” 

What  was  eating  this  normally loving , 
and  supportive  father?  What possessed 
this  Voltairian  ratronalisp ,tb,,spart rav- ‘ I  
ing  about demon passesyon?  What  did 
Marx do to  deserve this‘! Nothlnk. so far 
as we can, tell;  and  this  may have”been 
the  trouble: he wasn’t  doing  anything to I 

choose a  profession. t o  settle down. to 
work  for  family  (he  had  Just  proclaimed 
hIs,love  for  Jenny von Westphalen.  the 
girl who would be  his ivife)  and human- 
ity: all  he  wanted to do at  this’point  was 
to  read, to  speculate. to  develop his 
mind  as  an  end in itself. An innocent 
pursuit.  ‘most ‘of us would think. for a 
youth of 19. ‘In  the  terms of the  family 
mythology,  however,  innocence equals 
temptatlon-indeed, in ,a sense,  equals . I 
guilt:  the young thmker enjoying  his 
mind’s  powers is in fact  being  tempted 
by inner demons-the specter of .Hegel 
first  among  them-that tvould spirit 
him  forever  away.’Heinrich  must  have 
seen  hls curses  as  desperate  attempts to f 
drive  them o u t  

This  musti:’have been unbearably 
painful for‘2Marx. not only because  he 
loved his father  and  felt endlessly obll- 
gated to him  but, also, as we will see, 
because he wholly shared  the mythol- 
ogy f r im  ’ which his  father’s  fears 
sprang. W6 see this in a long letter of  a 
few  months  later,  in  which,  alternately 
proud  and  abject,  lyrical, explosive and 
semi-delirious, Marx  substantiate? his 
father’s  worst  fears: he has gone  over to , 
HegeL This  famous  letter  (November 

I 



, 
. 10, 1837) reads,  in  its  central  narrative, 

like a conventional  account of religious 
conversion:  dele  tion,  melancholy, 
physical  and  me B tal  wasting away; 
then, at the  nadirtof  negativity, a sud- 

a n d   & e r a ,  a  rededication of all  the 
self‘s powers: finally,  aiplea  for  under- 
standing  and  sympathy  from  the loved 
one, an  affirmation of faith  that qvery- 
thing  can be made  clear  and  the,two of 
them  can live in’  harmony once again. 
This  drama,  enacted  by so many of us in 
our own  adolescent  years (or later), is 
deeply  moving  when we watch  Marx go 
through it. And  ‘yet,  interwoven  with 
this  archetypal  experience of human 
growth, we find ,strands of stranger 
feeling,  permeated  with  the  Marx  fami- 

Karl$ conversion took glace, he says, 
in  the  midst of a lovely but  anguished 
moonlit night,  He  had  begun a dialogue 
on nature  and God, and given  himself 
up to the  inner movements of his mind, 
when  suddenly  an  unconscious current 
carr.ied him away: “This darling child 
‘of mine  [his  dialogue?], nurtured in - mooplight,  bears  me  like a false-heart- 
ed  siren into the clutches of the enemy.” 
Ther,e  are so many  dimensions of mean- 

I ing here: the  language of sexual  temp- 
.tation and  infidelity,  seduction and 
betrayal’,  with Marx  as a not wholly un- 

, radiance of ideas,  intensely alluring 
but, like  the  sirens,  lethal;  the  equiva- 
lence of woman (siren)  and  child,  and 
the  strong  ambivalence  toward  them 
both,  and  toward  their  almost  super- 

“ natural pull  (thetmoon) on Marx’s  self; 
finally;  Marx’s  way,of  placing  himself 

I in the  same  relationship to his  father- 
beautlful  bQt  weird  and  dangerous 
child-that  his  uncontrollable thoughts 
bear to himself. In this  remarkable  sen- 

. tence,  Marx sees himself simuItane- 
ously as  seducer  and  seduced,  guilty 
and innocent, male  and ‘female, parent 
and  child.  He  then  ‘pleads for  his fa- 
ther’s  understanding-at  a  point  where 

I it is  not at all  clear  that he understands 
himself-and  guiltily affirms his undy- 
ing love.’He begs  for a  chance  to come 
home-had his father forbidden  him to 

’ oome, or is  he ’ merely  asking  for 
carfare?-so that “I can  clasp you in my 

I arms  and tell you all I feel”; then, 
\ maybe,  “the clouds that  hang over our 

f family will lifi.” Finallp, foreshadow- 
ing  the most famous  image of Marx’s 
matuqe  years, “I shall not be  able to lay 
aside  the  spectre  that  haunts me until I 

’ am in  your dear presence.” Six  months 
later,  Heinrich  Marx was  dead. 

Seigel’s treatment of this  crucial  epi- 
sode  shows  both the  strength  and  the 

, den infusion of light, ahrenewal of life 

. ly’s peculiar my,htique. 

t willing  victim;  the  erotically  charged 

. ”  

c 

weakness of Marx’s Fate. Its s;rength 
lies in it$ feeling for the emotional  in- 
tensity, conflict and  anguish  that un- 
derlie  Marx’s  ideas;  its  weakness, in its 
inability  to  keep  these  searing emotions 
in focus. Seigdl surmises,  plausibly 
enough,  that  Marx  must have been 
deeply hauntea by guilt when  his father 
died. But  \he  tells  us  nothing  about how 
Heinrich  ‘actually,  died;  abopt  where 
Karl  was  when he died;  about  what 
transpired  between  them  in,the  inter- 
val  between the  letter  and  the  death- 
did  Karl  ever  make it home,  “did  he get 
his  .chance  to’  clasp  his  father  to’  his \ 
breast  and  share his  deepest  feelings?; 
about how Karl  responded concretely to 
Heinrich’s death-w.hat he  said.  what 
he di’d-for surely he must have ex- 
pressed  something to somebody. Given 
the psychologicaL ~ntensity of the book 
up to.now, this  is a great disappoint- 
ment:  Seigel’s Marx becomes vague 
and. recedes  from  dur vision at  exactly 
the moment  when  he shouhbe  coming 
really ,close. Seigel  has  gotten  caught 
up  in the  language  and mythology of 
Marx’s  self-constructions, just  where  he 
should be  deconstructing  the  myths  and 
showing us the  man himself. 

A lthough  Seigel  remains . ex- 
cessively entangled in Marx’s 
’many  webs, he  is  perceptive 
and often brilliant  in  pene- 

trating  their  intricacies  and  depths.  He 
argues  that, emotionally  (unconsclous- 
ly),  Marx  equated  the polid material 
world with his father,  and with  his own 
sense of filial  obligation;  his  desire to 
immerse ‘himself in a world .of pure 
thought  expressed a  kind of Oedipal 
will-to-power, the power to create a 
world of ideal  freedom beyond his  fa- 
ther’s  reach.  Thus, even  though  Marx 
would criticize  German  Idealism  as a 
conservative ideology, Idealism  re- 
mained  his own mode  ap@  symbol 
of personal , rebellion. Materialism, 
though  he  portrayed it as politically 
radical,  was  for  him emotionally con- 
servative, a way  baak to the  father he 
had  denied. The dialectical fusi,on of 
materialism  and  idealism,  which  Marx 
first  imagined  in  his “Thkses on Feuer- 
bach”  (1845,  when he  was 27), was also 
a  symboIic  emotional  reconciligtion be- 
tween  father  and  son, between  his  ado- 
lescent desire  for  total  freedom  and  his 
father’s  insistence on the’  ties  that 
bound him to this:  world. This psycho- 
logical  synthesis  enabled  Marx to  come 
into his own-in the! language of Erik 
Erikson,  it  enabled  him to resolve the 
problem of his  identitv. ‘His genius 
enabled  him  to  sublimate  his  personal 
dialectic  to a world perspective-a 
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. perspective that  sheds  brilliant  light on - 
the  mixtures of autodomy and con- 

-straint  that define  our lives,  and that 
dramatizes  our need  for  a  world i n  

’ which we can  fulfill  ourselves  with  and 
through one  another-and so, t o  become 

. the  yorld-historical  man we knqw. 
One of the  primary powers in Marx’s 

synthesis’  seems to havt been sexual 
love. Biographers  have  noted,  as even 
police agents noted. that Karl,  ,and 
Jenny  Marx  had,  despite  much  turbu- 
lence  and suffering, a  passionate and ’ 

joyous marriage,  sustained  for  forty . 
years,  ending qnly in death.  Indeed, 
Marx 1s one of the very few great 
thinkers in all  history  to,have enJoyed a 
happy  marriage  and  family life. Selgel’ 
shows how sexual love played a wtal 

- part in the  formation of his  identity. , 
helping to liberate  Marx  from psychic 
isolation and  center  him in the  real 
world. Marx  thought  and  wrote a great 
deal  about  sexual love i n  the  mid-l840s, 
just  after his marriage, when he  was 

I trying to fulfill  his  father’s  ideal of a 
life  ‘with people. Note the basis on 
which,  in 1845, he would reject  German 
Idealism: tie remarks derisively that 
,this philosophy and  “the  study of actu- 
ality” have “$he same  relation to each 
other  as  masturbation  ‘and  sexual loye_.:’ 
This ,is the  image of a man se-!& 
confident In his newly fulfilled adult 
sexuality.  He  passes the  same  cruel 
judgment on a rejected  mode of thought 
as on a discarded mode of sexual life: 
both are  masturbatory,  outgrowths of a 
solitary,  barren  self-absorption: he has 
outgrown them  ,both, he feels, and 
grown into a healthier  and  more ma: 
ture mode of thought-“the study of 
actuality”lwhich,  like sexual love 
reaches  out  and  embraces  other people. 

And yet,  even  here, specters  haunt 
him. We can  faintly see the  shadow in 
another  remark  about love from  this 
period: it is love, Marx says, that  “first, 
teaches  man  to believe  in the  objective, 
world  outside ,himseIf-” A lovely image; 
and yet, imagine how deep a man’s 
inner isolation musf be for him to  need 
such a proof! It should  beeasy to under- 
stand  why,  under  the  pressures of this 
psychic undertow,  Markshould need an , 
inner  ballast to-hold him to this world. 

Sexual love could fulfill avital  part of ’ 
this need, But  materialist  thought, 
which  Marx also embraced  in  the mid- 
1840s, ‘seems  to  have Served the  same 
purpose.  Hence the sense of intense  ex- 
hilaration’  and relief that  animates 
Marx’s first  materialist manifestoes: 
“One has  to  leap  out of philosophy, and 
devote oneself like  an.ordinary,man to 
the  study ‘of ajctuality”; “as  history 
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moves ‘forward,,  [intellectuals] . . . have dreamed of putting t o  sleep; now came inner  resources on penetratkg,  beneath’ 
only to  take note of what  is  happening marvelously awa!rc, and  brought  him a its surfaces  and  plumbing its depths.  In 
before their eyes, and to become its new and  fruitful life. He  renewed  his searchlng  out  the  hidden  structur,es 

“ mouthpiece”; and, of course, “the  phi-  inner  links  with his Hegel  and  his  and  dynamics af capitalism,  Marx 
losophers have only interpreted  -the  strengths  as a ph’ilosophicaithinker. He  came  into touch  with  buried  sources of 
world, in various ways; the point, how- accepted  the’mysterious  nature of post- energy  and  dynamism  withm  himself. 
ever,  is to change  it.” It is  as if a crush-  18481capitalism,  and  the  mystery of his  Thus a traumatic isolation prepared 
ing  burden  hadbeen lifted  from,Marx’s  (and so many  other people’s) isolation in the  ground  for a series of pew syntheses 
soul, so that  he  might  livefin  the  real  its  midst,  and  he  concentrated  all  his  and  triumphs,  from Tl?,e 18th BI.u,,rntr.e 
world  “like an  ordinary  man” at last. “ 

But  there is also something  unsaid  and 
disturbing  beneath  the  surface.  Marx’s 
Oroject sounds  remarkably  like  Kierke- 
gaard‘s “leap of faith,”  wlth which it is 

‘ exactly  contemporaneous.  There is an 
aura of religious  renunciation  here: 
Marx ‘seems to  be  hoping that  he will 
never  have to think  another  thought; 
the  forward movemept of history, ’ he 
thinks, will do hls  thinking  for him, and 
he will need only to  speak  for it. i 

Seigel  argues  that Marx’s  leap,  root- 
ed  in’his  inner need for ballast,  made a 
certain  kind of sense i’n the  Easte,rn  Eu- 
rope of the  late  1840s.-This~was a time 
when everyone, regardless of philoso- 
phy  or politics,  ,believed that  material 1 

forces  were  moving  toward a final po- 
4arization  and  confrontation  that,  what- 
ever the’ outcome, would decisively~ 
resolve everyone’s fate.  Not  ‘only  the 
Communist Manifesto, ‘but equally  the ’ 
1848 writings :of “Tocqueville,  Herzen, 
&pdelaire, and a hundred  lesser fig- 
ureslindeed, everyone who ’ lived 

a through  these years-are  full of the im- 
agery of veils and  masks  being  stripped 
away, and of social  forces revealing ’ 
themselves  in their  naked :ruth. What 
made  the  defeats of 1848-51 so dreadful 

, for  Marx  and his generation  was not 
l merely  the  repression  and  mass  mur- 

der-this  was to be. expected  from  the 
Party of Order-but ther mysterious, 1 
even bizarre  character of the new social 
formations. The myptery,  seemed  deep- 
est  in  France,  where  reality  had once 
seemed sobclear:  the Second Empire, a 
strong  centralist  state  that  repressed 
bourgeois  liberalism  as  much as prole- 
tarian socialism; that stood above  all 
classes and  exploited  them  all. 

The  defeats of ,1848-51 shattered 
Marx’s  life, not only pdlitically and, eco- 
nomically ‘but  psychologically as  (well. 
In  exile,  unconnected,  unemployed  (ex- 
cept  for  intermittent  journalism,#  often’ 
brilliant  and  original, but often under- 
paid!  or got paid at all),  hounded by the 
police, Marx  was,  more  than  ever 
thrown  back on himself and  the  dan- 
gedus  dynamisms of his  inner 1ife.And 
yet,  Seigel  argues,  in,the  depths of his 
solitude, Marx pas saved by a return of 
the repressed. He rediscovered the 
power of pure  thought:  his  conceptual 
and theoretical  powers, which  he had 
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of Louis Bonapayte to Das Kapital. , 

> The  Hegelian  conceptual  structure of 
. Capital has been  known  since the 

1920s, when it was unveiled  by Lukacs 
1 and.Korsch.  Seigel  is  original in show- 

’ ing  that I structure’s psychological 
foundations-and in showing. too, its ’ 

, . terrible  human costs. First of all, just 
as( HGinrich Marx  ‘had  feared  in  the 

L 1  1830s, the  part of Karl’s nature  that 
pulled  him  toward  Hegelian  pure 

I thought also pulled him  away  from  the 
material  world,  from  human  feelings, 
from  the people who loved and needed 
him most.  Thus,  while  Jenny  and  the 
children  starved  and  suffered  dread- 
fully for fifteen  years  (cJrcumstances 
eased up only in  the  late 1860s), Marx 
largely  withdrew  from  responsibility 
for  their  material  and  human needs,, to 
wrestle in solitude  with  ultimate  ideal 

, truths., (“When you, poor little devil, 
have to go through  the  bitter reality”- 

I he writes  this to Jenny  as  she  is  fighting 
off landlords,  grocers, bailiffs-‘% is no 
less than  just  that I  live through  the  tor- 

’ ture at least’ ideally.” ‘Thus  he compla- 
cently  cordons off his  wife to deal  with 

, reality on her  own  while  he  floats 
freely,  though  perhaps not  happily,  in 
the  sphere of the ideal.) ’ 

Second, his  flight  from  material  real- 
ity led hjm  cruelly  and  systematically 
td wrekk  his own health: as much  dam- 
age  as he did to his8 loved ones,  he  prob- 
ably  did even more to himself.  (Maybe, 
unconsciously, he  was  punishing  him- 
self for  punishing  them.)  Third,  his  im- 

’ ‘mersion in thought often alienated  him 
from  the  human  realities‘  that  his - thought  was  meant  to  grasp:  hence, Sei- 
gel  argues,  especially in the  later  parts 
of Capital, Marx’s thought  turned,in- 
creasingly in on itself, and became 

i hopelessly uncommunicative;  he  deep- 
er  he delved, the1 closer  he 1 came to 
drowning  in his own material. Fourth, 
especially i n  his_last  years,  Marx  drove 
himself and everyone around  him  crazy 
by his refusal  to  finish Cupitul. “I had 
to use’ every  moment  in which I was 
capable of workiqg  in  order to complete 
rnyrbook, to ‘which  I have sacrificed  my 
health,  my  happiness  and  my  family.” 
Marx wrote this in’ 1867, just as Volume 
One  was  about to  appear;  but he would 
keep  making these  sacrifices  for  an- 
other  sixtedn  years,  indeed  till  the mo- 
ment .  he died. Engels,  Jenny,  their 
daughters,  all Mhrx’s friends,  urged 
.him to let’the work go, accept its imper- 
fections  and incompleteness, let  it  take 
its chances  and  dojts  work in the world; ’ 
but  he  held on far dear life,  plunging 
ever  deeper  into its dialectics,  refusing 
9 give it ip until, somehow, its ideas 

would  resolve and  realize themselves. 
Seigel  is  inexhaustible  in  generating, 

ideas  about Marx’s life and his  work 
and  the connections  between them. 
Sometimes  his  conjectures seem arbi- 
trary  and forced, and occasionally-as 
in dealing  with Marx’s  mother, the 
most  elusive’ figure’, in the story- 
gratuitously  bitchy.  But  the overalq 
level of his  intuitions  and  speculations 
is  impressively  high,  and Marx’s Fate is 
full of fruitful  suggestions  for  future 
working  through.  Sometimes, however, 
even where  Seigel is doing  well, we 
wish  he would stop. pe tends to do what 
he  shows  Marx doing:  drown in  his 
material. It is a measure of the book’s 
peculiar  power that  this  reviewer, too, 
feels  himself  pulled under  with  them. 

This  is a pity,  because Marx’s Fate 
would have  twice  its  impact if it  were 
half  its size. Instead of trying to’ cover 
everything  and  prove  everything, Sei- 
get should  have  presented  his vision ,as 
clearly  and vividly as possible, and  let it 
run on its own power. I t  would have 
gone far, because  as  an  intellectual vi- 
sion it  is  very  impressive. It reveals the 
isolation and  anguish  that  were  inter- 
fused  with  Marx’s most radical  creativ- 
ity. It explains  why  Marx so often tried 
to represent  this thought-and,  indeed, 
thought in general-as a passive 
mouthpiece‘ for  material forces; but  it 
also  makes  clgar  what a desperate  and 
pathetic piece of w’ishful thinking  this 
was. It shows Marx ,as one of the great 
tormented  giants of the 19th century- 
alongside  Beethoven, Goya. ‘Tolstoy, 
Dostoevsky, Ibsek, Nietzsche, Van 
Gogh-who drive  us  crazy,  as they. 
drove  themselves, but whose agony gen- 
erated so much of the  spiritual  capital 
on which  we all still live. 
’ Seigel is brilliant,  then, in illuminat- 
ing Marx’s  shadows., In  ’at  least one 
place,  however, he  sees  more-shadows 
than are really  there. For Seigel,  th8 
great tragedy of Marxls  life  was  his  in- 
ability  to  finish Capital. ‘ He,  likens 
Marx to the  hero of a’Balzac  story  that 
Marx loved, “The  Unknown  Master- 

’piece.” Balzac’s hero,  recognized  uni- 
versally  as  one of the  great  painters of 
his age,  buries himself in his studio  for 
thirty  years to create a work  that will 
not only be surpassingly beautiful- 
that, for him, would be’nothing new- 
but will revolutionize all art.  Finally, 
his peers win admission to his studio- 
and are horrified by what they see: the 
canvas  has-been so endlessly  reworked. 
and overlaid  with so many  layers of 
paint,  and so many  different ideas,’ that 
i t  is utperly unintelligible. In one corner 
of the canvas  a human fbot is  visible,  a 
vestige of the  original  inspiration, ra- 
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diantly  beautiful,  but enveloped a n d  
overwhelmed by chaos. This,  Seigel 
seems  to  say,  is Marx’s own story. (He 
doesn’t take  us  to  the  end of the story, in 
which  the old painter,  finding  his vision 
meaningless  to  others,  burns  all  his 
works and  perishes in the flames.) 

But  there  is a  whole other  layer of 
meaning  in  “The  Unknown  Master- 
piece,”  ignored by Seigel,  but pro; 
foundly relevant  to  Marx. BJzac’s 
description of the old man’s great  work 
is in fact a perfect  description of a 20th- 
century  abstract  painting.  The  fact  that 
Balzac could not  have  known’  this only 
gives  it a deeper resonance. The  point is 
that,  where one age  sees only  chaos and 
incoherence,  a later  ‘or more  modern. 
age  may discovqr meaning  and beauty. 
Thus  the’ very  open-endedness of 
Marx’s later  work  can  make  contact 
with  our tipe in .ways that more  “fin- 
ished”  S9th-century  writing cannot; 

- Capital reaches beyond the well-made 
works of  I$Iarx’s century into the dis- 
continuous modernism of our own.* 

It is worth  noting  that, in Volume 
One of Capital, Marx plays  with the 
idea of an  ending,  makes us think he’s 
bringing us @ an  ending, only to shift 
and  surprise us at the  last moment. The 
would-be ending comes in  Chapter 33, 
“The  Historical  Tendency of Capitalist 
Accumulation.’’ Here, “we find, in its 
most  compressed  and dramatic  form, a 
scenario  for  the  developing innec con- . 
tradiction I of capitalism,  leading to 
proletarian, revolution  and,  bourgeois 
collapse. Increasingly,  “the monopoly of 
capital becomes a fetter” on the  modern : 
forces of production that capital has 
brought into  being. “The centralization 
of production and  the socialization of 
labor  reach a  point a t  which  they be- 
come  incompatible  with  their  capitalist 
husk.  The husk is  burst  asunder.  The . 
knell of capitalish property sounds. The I 
expropriators  are expropriated.” A fine . 

dramatic  climax.  and a perfect mo- 
ment, we might  think, &which to end 
the boQk. And  yet,  although  the  end  is a 
mere  ten  pages, off, Marx suddenly 

*Even within the terms of the 19th cen- 
tury, we can ask-as  men of the 19th-century 
tional  endings didn’t hurt more  than  the 
themselves  asked-whitther  many  conven- , 
helped.  Think of that Radio City Music Ha$ 
chorus at the end of Fuusf. dissipating all its 
human  intensity:-of  Raskolnikov sitting on a 
Siberian  river bank, and suddenly seeing 
the light-but  don’t  ask, dear reader, what 
that light was; of the muuntains of .unk/shit/ 
money that dominate the world of h t * M u t t t -  
a1 Fuetad getting simply carted away-but 
don’t ask where they went; of Tolstoy at the, . 
end of Wa?. uno! Peace doing his best to oblit- - 

achievement. If we thmk of works and end- 
erate not only our experience  but his own 
ings like  these-and i t  would be easy to think 
of many more-the  absence of an ending 
might not be such’a bad Idea after all. 

? 
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takes  us off intd a whole new metamor- 
phosis of capital:  Chapter 34. “The 
Modeqn Theory of Colonization,”  or how 
capitalism  transplants itself into  virgin 
soil, and  envelops  the whole undevel- 
oped  world. As we fade out, we see  capi- 
tal, having  torn  the  American‘continent 
to pieced, girding itself to do the  same to 
Australia.  The  dramatic  impact is stun- 
ning: it brings  us down from  the apoca- 
Iybtic‘helghts of Chapter 33. back  into 
ihe real  world in which,  while we were 
dut  fantaslzing  about  its  end,  capltal 
was busy accumulating  more  capital 

We should he able to see, TIOW. how 
absurd it would have been for Marx to 
‘finish  hls  great  work: how can Cupi\tul 

1 end’ while capital lives  on? To stop 
simply  and  abruptly,  rather  than  cre- 
ate  an’ending,  preserves  far more of the 
truth  that C(rp?ful has  to  tell:  circling, , 
ipiraling,  plunging one \?ray’ and an- 
other,  turning In upon himself,  seeking 
endlesslg for new axes  to‘turn on, Marx 
kept  his  thought  and his m;ork as open- 
ended,  and  hence  as  resijlent  and  long- 
Ilved, as  the  capitalist “sy5tem  itself. 
,This is why  we are still .only beginning 
‘to explose the  depths of Marx’s  thought: 
why he  speaks to us in a voice fresher 
than  ever  today; why he will  be danc-3 

’ sJiang up  Broadyay, when we are  all  dead. 

,so much that his work  deserves our 
’ warmest  admiration: Mrlr..r’.v rufe helps 
us understand how , modern  social 

’ thought,  as  much as modern  poetry  and 
art ,  is a t  once an expresslon,of  personal ’ 

: loneliness and  an  attempt to  overcome 1 

that lonel\n?ess. Once we can feel .the 
, depths o f  Marx’s  solitude  and  his need 

for connections  with people and  hfe, we 
&:ill appreciate  his  achievement  in 
creating  real  bonds  between  man  and 
man.  In  the  depths of Mary’s spirit,  we I 

can  qourish  our own. 0 

, 1  

,?J I Sage1 does’not,s,ee  all this.  but  he  sees 

Thlerapy’s I ,  

.Triumph ‘ 1  

JACKSON LEARS 
THE CULTURE OF NARCISSISM: 
American  Life in an  Age of DiminisE-4 
ing  Expectations. By Ch~stozher 
Lasch. W.m Norton ’& Company. 268 
p p .  $11.95. 

,;T he most  poweiful  critics of cap- 
italism have’ often looked baqk- 
ward  rather  than forward-. 
From’ William  Morris t o  Lewis 

Mumford,  they  have  arraigned  capital- 
ist  “progress”  for  promoting  .untram- 

\ ,  

meled  individualism  and  eroding loyal- 
ties  to  family,  craft,  community  or 
faith. Recognizing that  any  serious  cri- 
tique of capitalism  requires a stable  set 
of alternative values, many  thoughtful 
political  radicals  have  been  cultural 
conservatives. During  the  past two  cen- 
turies.  they-have  constituted  an  endur- 
i n g  tradition of dissent. 

In the  ‘United  States  during  recent 
years, oqe of the  most  vigorous  critics 
working  wthin,  this  tradrtion  has been 
Christopher  Lasch.  Cranky.  tenden- 
tious,  his  essays hav,e nevertheless been 
a-source’of  intellectual  excitement  and 
an antidote to  fashionable  pieties  across 
the political spectrum.  Resistant  to  pro- 
gressive,  cant, he has  remained  an  un- 
abashed  moralist  amid  liberal  “prag“ ~ 

matis&’ and  radlcal &votees of In- 
stinctual  liberation. Above all, Lasch 
has  revealed  uncommon  insight  into  the 
cultural  pathologles of life under mod- 
ern  capitalism. 

The ‘Cld f t / r e  of NrrwI.v.sisw hkes a 
number of Lasch’s rgcent  essays,  adds 
some new m,aterlal,  and reworks  the’# 
whole into a continuous argument.  In 
broad  outline, th,e booK is a  poFerful  in- 
dictment of the nonmorallty  promoted 
by ‘corisumer  capitallsm,  ,drawing on a 
wide  variety of evidence: it is boldly 
conceived and  gracefblly,  sometimes el- 
oquentlx  expressed.  But in detail,  the 
book is,luneven;  ’it suffers  from a super- 
ficiality  in  historical  explanatian  and  a 
tendency  to  substitute  asserhon  for  ar- 
gument.  In  part,  the  difficulties $em 
from Lasch’s unwillingness  fully to ac- 

-knowledge  his’,  cultural  conservatism. 
He  clings to some of the honorable 
‘values in  Victorian  culture-moral  dis- 
clpline,  parental  authority,  the  work 

1 ethic-without making  his  allegiance 
explici L.As a r,esult, hls critique loses 
polemical  focus;  sometimes it degene,r- 
ates  into a,  reoetitlve  t~rade.  In  short, 
while The C d t w e . o f  Numissism is an 
exciting  and  suggestive bcok, it could 
have  beeh  a  vastly  more  persuasive one. 
. Like  many  other  ,observers,  Lasch 
has  .been  struck by the  quests for au- 
thenticity  which  have  spread  across  the 
American  cultural  landscape-trans- 
forming  literature  into confession,  de- 
valuing politics and public  discourse, 
reinforcing  therapeutic self-absonp- 
tion. But  unlike  others on the  left  such 
as  Richard,Sennett, Lasch  does  not  see 
the  ,therapeutic  sensibility as a retreat 
into  “primitivism.” On the  contrary, 
Lasch  argues,  .the,  current obsesqion 
with  private  life  masks  an  inability to 
sustain  it in the  warlike tangle.of capi- 
talist  social  relations.  For  Lasch,  thera- 
peutic  remedies  are worse than  the 

I 

disease:  they  promote  manipulative 
personal  relations  and  weaken  commit- 
ments  outside  the self. Most important, 
the  therapeutic outlook obscures  the so- 
cial  source of personal  suffering:  the , 

disintegration of public  life under  cap- 
italism. 

In” Lasch’s view. the  increasing  prom- 
inence of narcissism  reflects a’ funda- ’ \ \ 
mental.  historical  transformation.’  .In 2 

the heyday ‘of entrepreneurial  capital- 
ism. psychiatric  patlentsA commonly, 
complained (of ,hand-washmg  compd- 
sions  and  hysterical  paralyses, Under , the  aegis of bureaucratic  capitalism. 
pattents  more often suffer  from Bmpti- 
ness; normlessness.  and  severe oscilla- , A  

tions of self-esteem For  Lasch.  ,the 
chanke  lnvolvesmore  than  a  handful of 
neurotics:  the sh,ift in psychic  maladles ’ 1 
is an,exaggerated  exprplon of a  shift ~ 

i n  character-structure  among  the  gen- 
eral population. I .  / 

To illuminate  that wider transforma- 
tion,  Lasch  seeks to connect  narcissjstlc 
traits n i t h  contemporary  cultural  tend- , 

encies.  He  creates a composite portrait 
of the  American  narcmist. No longer 
confident In the  reality of the  external 
world, Lasch’s  narcissist  finds i t  diffi-’ 
cult to suspend  disbelief he helps to 
swell the,audience for the u w u f - y u t  do 
ar t  which undermines  its own capacit). 
to sustain illusion’, Seekmg  health  ra+l 
er thari virtue. he hasllost s q h t  ofrindt- 
vidual  ethlcal responsibility., Fbanng 
the  aggressive  impulses in his w n  un-  
‘conscious mind,  he  cultivates .pseudo- 
self ‘aIIrareness,, as a path to peace , o f  
mind  and  displays  a  bland  surface of so- 
ciability  ‘as a counter in corporate , 

“gamesmanship.” He is inert to the  play 
spirit of ritualized  rivalry in sport. i n -  
capable of long-term  commJtments to 
,work‘ or family. t e r r ~ f ~ e d  of old age  and 
encroaching  death. ‘5 1 1  

I 
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’ With  this  bleak  picture o f  capjtal- ’ , 
ism’s corrosion of values,  Lasch  updates 
The C O ~ I H ~ O ~ I S ~  Mu)j(#(~.sfo.  Under.cap1- 
talism,  Marx  wrote,  “All  that is solld 

.,melts into air, all that is holy i s  ,pro- 
faned. . . .” To Lasch, “all freedoms I (. 

under  capitali,sm come it6 the  ;same 
thing,  the  same  universal  obligation to 
enJoy and  be enjoyed ” I t  is the  cry of 

’ the  oytraged  moralist,  and it derives  its 
power  not from  analytlcal rlgor but 
from  the  emotiond  mte,nsity  behind it. ~” 

Yet The Cltltuw uf Nawl.yisw is more 
than a et-i dl. coeur; it is a complex argu- 
ment,  with  some  serious  shortoomings. 

LJacFi.so)L Leaw I S  C I H  i,r.sturcfot. it1 Atwr-  
zcalz stidles ut Yale  UtItwrstt!~, rclrrl i? 
co~, lplet / ‘uy a . d / r d ! /  of A I H O ) * ~ C U U  di .ss l~) / fs  
fro,n nzoderlIit!j. 
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